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Zendoodle Basics: Amazing
Zendoodle Patterns Using Pencil
Drawings For Absolute Beginners
(zendoodle, Zendoodle Art,
Zendoodle Books)

Art and drawing is a very suggestive thing. When taking up art many people feel that they have to
make it look like a specific thing. For example, if you like landscapes you need to make a tree look
like a tree or a rock look like a rock. Others tend to drift towards more abstract art forms that make
the person viewing the piece of art come up with their own conclusions.This is where Zendoodle
comes in. If you are not an artist or even want to be but you like to doodle and pass the time with
simple drawings then this is the perfect art form you can play with. In this book we will explore the
world of zendoodling and show you that using basic shapes like lines, circles, curves and more can
result in amazing pieces of art. I will give you several â€œdoodlesâ€™ that you can practice and
build upon. We will then talk about shapes and other items that you can use for inspiration for
creating your own zendoodle work of art.So if you have never doodled or drawn before but are
interested in making some piece of art or just looking for something to relax from a long day at the
office then the world of zendoodle is for you. No Rules, No Restrictions and Absolute Enjoyment.
Download your copy of Zendoodled today and see what is taking the art world by storm!Getting
Your FREE BonusDownload this book, and find "BONUS: Your FREE Gift" chapter right after the
introduction or after the conclusion.Download your copy of "Zendoodle Basics" by scrolling up and
clicking "Buy Now With 1-Click" button.
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This has been one of my favorite coloring books by far I love the designs. Each page is complex but
easy enough to complete in one sitting. I have nearly completed the book and will buy some of the
other books in this series. One thing about this book is the paper is really nice with a smooth texture
that takes ink really smoothly with full coverage without requiring going over multiple times. The
pages are perforated so they can be removed and used as journal pages or framed. I use markers
and unfortunately they bleed through the page so the reverse of the page is dotted up with
bleed-through but there isn't much help for that. Also, the designs are all different but have similar
design elements from page to page so the lack of variety in the details might not appeal to some,
Otherwise I love the book myself and highly recommend it. I used a wide variety of pens - sharpies,
color pencils and gel pens.

In this book I learned more about using lines, circles and curves to create a pieces of art. I already
start practicing. I enjoy in Zendoodle because there are no strict rules. I recommend this book on
everyone who wants to wake up his creative side.

I received this book for free and for that I am grateful. This book does a poor job of explaining how
the patterns are achieved. Each section begins with one small ( very small ) completed design and
then a paragraph of text explaining how to draw it. In some instances you can figure it out because
the pattern is basic but for the more complex patterns, the text is useless.

I thought I was purchasing a coloring book for adults. I have no interest in learning how to
doodle/draw/create so I was disappointed and I think it should be more clearly explained in the
description that this is an instructional book and not a coloring book as it was grouped in my search
for coloring book.

This is an introduction to this form of drawing, how to get started with some basic patterns explained
with diagrams. It is well written, well organized, concise and clear. It shows how to combine patterns
and gives some ideas on shading your drawings. The author is clearly enthusiastic about this
subject. It will get you started if you have an interest in this type of doodling.I was given a free pdf

for my review.

Waste of my money! Step by step illustrations as I have seen in other Zentangle type books are not
there. What drawings there are in the book are not sharp and clear - very jagged. Returning it for a
refund it is so bad.

I really enjoyed this book. I'm going to give the techniques he talks about a try. I'm always writing in
notebooks and this is going to be perfect! I'm hoping I can make some awesome Zendoodle art.
Gonna cover my walls in my art. Thank You!!
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